The projective differential geometry of a configuration composed of two ruled surfaces whose generators are in one-to-one correspondence has been discussed by E. P. Lanef. He uses for defining system of equations a set of four ordinary linear first order differential equations in four dependent variables which, with slightly changed notation, we will write in the form y' = any + aXîz + aX3a + aXiß, z' = a2iy + aaz + aî3a + a24ft a' = lay + I12Z + k3a + laß, ß' = /2iy + luz + h*a + hiß, differentiation being with respect to the variable x.
(A) | yiztazß. | 5¿ 0, \ axßtyzU | * 0, |<yif2y3Z41 ^ 0, the determinant in each case being represented by its principal diagonal. As x varies these points trace curves Cy, Ct; Ca, Cß-, Cy, C{; while the lines lyi, laß, l-tt generate ruled surfaces Ryi, Raß, R7Í, on which these curves are directrix curves, pair at a time. The generators of these three ruled surfaces wül correspond in triples, one set of three for each value of x. In addition to equations (1) defining the pair of surfaces Ry" Raß, there wül be the two systems, The system of equations defining the configuration consisting of all three ruled surfaces may be taken to be the combined systems (1), (2), (3). But this system would be cumbersome and involve duplications.
As an ülus-tration consider equations (li) and (33). By elimination of y' we find (4) y = (an -«6i)y + (ai2 -»62)z = -(ana + a14ß) + (niby + »66f).
Now the point Pv-, (y{, yi, yí ,yl) , is on the tangent to Cy atP" and the point a-ny*+ai2Z*(& = 1, • • • , 4) is a point of the line ly" while the point a)3a* +außk(k = 1, • • • , 4) is on the line laß. From these considerations it follows that equation (li) expresses analytically the fact that the tangent plane to Ryz at Py cuts the line laß in the point a^a+aud*-Similarly equation (33) expresses analytically the fact that the same tangent plane cuts ly( in the point »567+«66r. Now the line joining the points ana+auß and «557+«66r, lying in a plane on lyz, must cut lyz, and equation (4) is the analytic expression of this fact, the point of intersection with /". being given by the expression y = (an -ri!>i)y+(ai2 -ni2)z. In other words we have expressions for three points on a line of one regulus 2?i of the quadric determined by lyz, laß, ly[.
[April (6) By making use of equations (12) and (34) we obtain a second equation (5) 2 = (a2i -w6i)y + (an -n62)z = -(a23a + a240) + (nssy + w66f), giving a second set of three points on a new line of Rx*. By a linear combination of y and z, 4> = ny+}ä, we can obtain any point whatever on lyz and the line of Rx through this point will cut laß and llS in the respective points K(ax3a + aXiß) + \(a23a + a24/3) and k(»657 + w66f) + X(w657 + «eef) • By a proper choice of k, X, we obtain from (4) and (5) a pair of equations of the form y = bX3a + bXiß + buy + but, Z = &23CÉ + 024)3 + 6267 + btoÇ, the coefficients being of course functions of the coefficients of equations (li), (I2), (33), (34) . Geometrically, equations (6) signify that the line of Rx through Pv cuts laß and l7t in the respective points bX3a+bXiß, bxsy+bXoÇ, and that the line of Rx through Pz cuts the lines laß, Z7f in the respective points b23a+b2iß, bîoy+bioÇ. The analytic significance of this situation is that we may replace either pair of equations (li), (12) or (33), (34) with the pair (6).
By making use of equations (13), (14) and (2i), (22) we can obtain a second pair of equations expressing y and z linearly in terms of a, ß, y, f. Since there is but one line of J?i through Py and but one through Pz, this second pair of equations must be identical with the pair (6). Finally the two pairs (23), (24) and (3i), (32) again give rise to the pair (6). It follows that if we annex to equations (1), (2), (3), the pair (6), we may eliminate six of the twelve differential equations, thus simplifying greatly the system defining the triad of ruled surfaces Ryz, Raß, Ryt. We shall make use of this system in the form y' = axxy + aiüZ + ai3a + aXiß, z' = a2iy + 022Z + a23a + 02^, a' = a33a + a34ß + a3hy + a36f,
] ß' = ai3a + a44r5 + a^y + a46f, y' = aiXy + a62Z + a65T + «sef, f' = a6Xy + ao2Z + a^y + aeef, y = Z>i3a + bXiß + buy + ¿ief, _ z = bî3a + b2iß + b2oy + b2oC.
*These two lines are in general distinct, since otherwise the tangent planes to Ry[ at P" and P, would coincide, that is, Ryz would be a developable surface.
fThe first six of these equations constitute what may be termed a semi-canonical form of the general first-order linear system in six dependent variables.
The three sets of equations (1), (2), (3) may be recovered from this simplified system providing only it is possible to solve equations (6) for a, ß, and for y, f, that is, if 25i = 013Ô24 -¿»14623 ^ 0 and B2 = 015026 -016025 ¿¿ 0. Now £»13024 -014023^0, for otherwise Oi3 = f 623, bu = rb2i, and hence, from (6), y -rz = (015 -f625)7 + (6i6 -rb2e)t, so that a point y-rz of lyl would be a point (h&-r025)7 + (bu -rb26)f of lyr. But this is contrary to our original assumption. Similarly ¿»15026 -016026^0. We note also at this point that the determinants -352361 are non-vanishing. For if, say, ai3a2i -aua23 = 0, then from the first two of equations (T) we would find 323/ -ai3z' = (aiia23 -021013) 3> + (ai2a23 -a22ai3)z.
But this relation implies that the four points Py>, Pz>, Py, Pz are coplanar, and hence that Ryz is a developable, contrary to our hypothesis. Similarly for the other two determinants.
It is hardly necessary to remark here that for any system of type (T) there always exist twenty-four functions yi, z¡, a,-, d», 7,, J\(i = l, • • • , 4), linearly independent and satisfying conditions (A ) and conversely any such set of twenty-four functions determines a system of equations of type (T).*
The most general transformation which not only preserves the form of system (T) but at the same time leaves our triad of ruled surfaces undisturbed, is x = i(x), y = cy + dz, a = gâ + hß, y = sy + tj, From (8i) it follows that if c, d, e, f are chosen as a set of simultaneous solutions of the system of differential equations c' = âne + One, d' = and + 012/, e' = a2ic + 322e, /' = a2id + 022/, then for our new system we shall have an = a12 = a2i = 522 = 0. The new curves Cy, C-t, on Ryz, thus obtained, have been called intersector curves by Lane*, from the fact that their tangents at Pv, Pi, on lyz intersect the corresponding line Lß on Raß.
In a similar manner we may choose g, h, j, k as a set of solutions of the system g' = a33g + a3ij, h' = a33h + a3ik, j' = ai3g + aAij, k' = aiSh + a^k, and s, t, u, v, a set of solutions of the system where for simplicity we write a,,-, bK\, instead of an, bK\. For this system the directrix curves on surface Ryz are intersector curves with respect to the surface Raß, the directrix curves on Raß are intersector curves with respect to 2?7f, and so on. This is apparent from the first six of the above equations. Lanef has called attention to the fact that for two ruled surfaces whose elements are in one-to-one correspondence, there exists on each a one-parameter family of curves which are intersector curves with respect to the other. This follows when we note that the form of system (22) remains unchanged so long as the dependent variables are subjected to trans-[April formations involving constant coefficients. It must be noted, however, that the directrix curves on Ryz are not intersector curves with respect to the surface Ryi, nor the directrix curves on Ry( intersector curves with respect to Raß. If we wish to reverse the order we must first rewrite system (T) in such a way that y',z' are expressed in terms of y, z, y, f ; y', f in terms of y, f, a, ß, and a', ß', in terms of a, ß, y, z. This change may be effected easily by the use of the last two equations of the system. When this has been done the new system may then be reduced to its canonical form by suitably chosen transformations on the dependent variables.
It is unnecessary to supply the details at this time.
In the sequel we shall have occasion to make use of cyclic substitutions on the dependent variables and the coefficients of systems (T) and (22) corresponding to the three-fold symmetry of our configuration.
For either system, if the order of the first six equations is
then logically the last pair should be solved for a, ß, thus,
and if the order of the first six is
the last pair should be solved for y, f,
The corresponding cyclic substitution on the dependent variables is(ya7) (z/3f). Permuting the a¡,-replaces every a,-,-with ai+2,,+2, it being understood that wherever i+2 orj+2 exceeds 6, we use its residue, mod 6. The permutations on the b's involve the replacing of the coefficients in the last two equations of (T) or (R) by those in (9) taken in the same order, and those in (9) by those in (10).
Before proceeding to the calculation of some of the invariants and covariants of our system of equations, it is worth while to point out that the derivatives of the coefficients bK\ are functions of an, 5«x-If the last pair of equations in either (T) or (R) be differentiated we shall find thus two ex-pressions for y' and two for z'. By equating these values and making use of the remaining equations, there arise two identities in y, z, a, ß, y, f. Equating coefficients enables us to write down the values of ¿>«'\ in terms of an, bK\.
II. Invariants and covariants
The infinitesimal transformations of the dependent variables may be written y = (1 + 4>i5t)y + ypxMz, z = Kiôty + (1 + uiSt)z ; From (8) and (11) we find for the infinitesimal changes in the coefficients of system (T), -xpt + a3iK2 -ai3yp2)8t, 
Any function U(an, bK\), invariant under transformations on the dependent variables, must be such that
If we introduce into this equation the values obtained above and equate to zero the coefficients of <piy <pí, ypi, ipí, k¿, kÍ , «i, (¿l (i = 1, 2, 3), we will obtain a system of partial differential equations whose solutions will be absolute seminvariants of system (T). Without following the investigation further at this time we wish to remark here that the coefficients of <f>{, ypx, k{ , ui, when equated to zero, give dU dU dU dU -= 0, -= 0,-= 0,-0, Öilll 0012 ¿7 (7,21 3(7.22 so that there are no seminvariants containing an, aXi, aiX, On. Similarly it follows that there are no seminvariants containing a33, a3i, ai3, au; «65, ose, «ss, a6e. Since the only coefficients which can appear in the absolute seminvariants are those of the canonical form (R), we conclude that the canonical and uncanonical forms of the absolute seminvariants are identical. In our search for invariants we may therefore confine our attention to system (R). Referring to equations (82), (84), (86), we discover that they constitute an invariant system under cycUc substitution on the coefficients a,,-providing also we insist on subjecting the coefficients of (7) to the cyclic substitution (cgs)(dht)(eju)(fkv). Further investigation discloses that the two sets (87) and (88) possess the same property.
In view of this fact we find that if any function U(an, b.\) is a seminvariant, then the new function obtained from it by permuting the arguments of ai,-, bK\ is also a seminvariant.
We are ready now to calculate some of the seminvariants. If the four equations (126) be multiplied respectively by ¿>i6, ¿»26, ¿»îe, ho, and the four equations (128) similarly by 051, ath a62,062, and the resulting equations added, we find that 05i5oi5 + ¿165061 + astSbts + bajial + amSbu + bioSaei + a^Sbit + bteSan = 0.
We have thus found an absolute seminvariant From this, by permuting the letters we obtain two more seminvariants. They are are also absolute seminvariants. I2ll) and 72(2) might have been obtained from I2 by permuting the letters.
It may be verified by reference to equations (8) or (12) is an absolute seminvariant. From this, by permuting letters, we find two new seminvariants.
They are /2(1) and J2i2) where Now the numerator H = ax3bu -aXibt3 -at3bu+aiibX3 of the seminvariant 7i(1) can be shown to be a relative seminvariant for which Am = Di-Using H and the seminvariant J2 for which v = 1, we find by the above theorem that (23) J% = aX3(a3babX + a360ei) + au(aa,abX + a46<i6i) + ai3(a3basi + a3oan)
is a new absolute seminvariant. Permuting the letters of J3 gives J3 itself.
We have now found ten absolute seminvariants, four of which are integral in form. If we wish a set of ten, all of which are integral, we may take Ix, h, J2, h -/2/1®, Jz, h = h, hm, A = /2/2(2), h = /2/i(1) U2), h = /2/2(1> h™, Jo = /2/2(2) Jin) • Of these ten, 72, 74, h cannot vanish identically.
If, following the usual custom, we assign to a,, the weight one and to bK\ the weight zero, then the subscripts above indicate the weights of the seminvariants.
A transformation x = £(x), of the independent variable, is seen to replace every coefficient fl<,-with <Zü/£' and to leave the coefficients bK\ unchanged. It follows that the ten absolute seminvariants are all relative invariants.
As a preliminary to the search for covariants we wish to establish a theorem which will be of great assistance to us. Let Py+Qz and Ry+Sz be any two relative semicovariants, linear in y and z, so that ß(Py + Qz) = Py + Qz, v(Ry + Sz) = Ry + Sz.
We have, by (7) 
PS -QR = pvDi'PS -QR).
It follows that the determinant oj the coefficients oj y and z in any two relative semicovariants, linear in y and z, is a relative semicovariant, or relative seminvariant, according as these coefficients are, or are not, Junctions oj the dependent variables. This theorem holds if y and z are replaced by either of the pairs aß; 7r-By making use of equations (7) and (8) we find that C°U) = (biiy ~ bu*)a + ^ ~ ôuz)/3, (¿'i) CY" = (a23y -a13z)a + (a2iy -euz)d are relative semicovariants, since AC0(1) = C0(1) and ACY" = Ci(1). By introducing into the first of (24) the values of a and ß given in (9), or the values of y and z given in (R), we obtain two alternative forms of C0(1). They are C0<2> = (b26y -hbz)y + (b2ey -¿>16z)f (C0<2> = -C0W),
By permuting the letters we obtain from the second of equations (24) two additional relative semicovariants. They are (25) d<2> = (aif,a -a3bß)y + (aiea -336d)f, Cl(8) = (3617 -06lf)y + (0627 -062f)z, for which ACY2> =G<2> and Z>3CY3> =G<3>.
Since Co(1) and Ci(1) are expressible as both linear in y, z, or both linear in a, ß, we obtain from them, by the theorem proved above, two new relative semicovariants. They are Similarly, from C0<2) and G<s) we obtain Lxm = (abXbio + aeXbio)y2 -(«51615 -052625 + ffei&i« -aoibto)yz -(aotbu + aotbu)z2 (DXLX™ = L¿»), Writing Ci(2) in the form (ai6y+aio^)a-(a3by+a3t^)ß, we obtain from it and Ci(1) by the process employed above [April By comparison of C3<3) and Cs (1) For these last three relative semicovariants we find DxCP = C3(1), D2C3™ = CY2), £>3CV3> = CY».
We might have made use of G<2) and Ci(3), obtaining We have now found sixteen relative semicovariants, all of them homogeneous of the second degree in the dependent variables and all homogeneous in the coefficients o,,-. Since a transformation of the independent variable replaces an with 3,,/£' and leaves ¿»«x, y, z, a, ß, y, f unchanged it follows that these sixteen semicovariants are also relative covariants. One of them, Co(1), is in fact an absolute covariant since it does not contain at,-.
Nine of the sixteen involve but two dependent variables each and these two correspond in each case to a pair of points determining a line of one of the three ruled surfaces Ryz, Raß, Ryr. We shall speak of these nine as bivariants. The remaining seven involve four dependent variables each and these four correspond in each case to two pairs of points determining lines from two of the three surfaces. These seven we shall term quadrivariants.
The significance of a quadratic covariant depends in general upon whether it can be factored. It is not difficult to show that necessary and sufficient conditions Jor the factoring of quadrivariants are the vanishing of one or more of the quantities Ah A2, A3, Bi, B2. Since we insist in this theory that these determinants shall be different from zero, we conclude that the quadrivariants are irreducible.
CP (32) III. Geometric significance of invariants and covariants
We have already seen that the three lines lyz, laß, ly¡ determine a quadric, that the line of the regulus i?i which passes through Py cuts laß and ly{ in the respective points bX3a+bXiß, bXby+bx 6f, and that line which passes through Pt cuts laß, ly¡ in the respective points ¿>23a+62418, 6257+626?. It follows that the line of Rx which passes through the point P¿ of lyz where <p=y+pz, cuts laß, l-rt in the respective points 0 = (61s + pbî3)a + (6i4 + pbu)ß, \p = (bu + pba)y + (bxe + M&2«)f.
By differentiating and making use of (R) we have <p' = y' + pz' + p'z = aX3a + aXiß + p(ai3a + auß) + p'z, so that
Now (p' -p'z is a point on the tangent plane to Ryz at P$. It follows from (35) that this plane must cut laß in the point Pr where
If that line of Rx through P$ is to be tangent to Ryz then it must lie in the tangent plane to Ryz at P¿ and hence must cut l"ß in the point in which this tangent plane cuts laß. We have thus The two roots of (36) when substituted for p. in <p = y+pz, give the expressions <7>(1), <pm, for the two points on lyz at which the lines of Rx are tangent to Ryz. The product <p'-1)<pi2) is precisely Kxw.
The two points P$w, P^m will coincide providing the discriminant of (36) vanishes. This discriminant, except for the factor Bx2, is found to be
In view of the three-fold symmetry of our configuration it is unnecessary to repeat the above argument for the lines laß, lyv-By permuting the letters once we find that Kx{1) is replaced, except for the factor Bx, by Mx(1) and (j1(i))2_4/2(i) by (7i(2>)2-4Í2(2), and permuting a second time replaces Mxm by Li<2> and (/i<2>)2-4/2(2) by Ix2-4h.
[April Summing up, we find that there are two points on each of the lines ly" laß, lyt at which the lines of the regulus Ri are tangent to the respective ruled surfaces Ryt, Ra», Ry{-These pairs of points are given by factoring the respective covariants Kxll), Mxm, Lxm. The conditions that the point pairs consist of coincident points are the vanishing of the respective invariants (2i(1))2-42V", (Ix™)2 -4/2«),/i2-472.
The intersector tangents to Ryz at P^,m and 7%<» must coincide with the lines of Ri through these points, for otherwise the tangent planes to Ryt at these two points would both contain laß and hence would coincide in the plane determined (under these conditions) by lyz and laß. Our theorem may therefore be restated in terms of coincidence of intersector tangents with rulings of22i.
The two points P"a> and Pem in which laß is cut by the Unes of 2?i through P*ci> and P+m, are given by the expressions «(1> = (bu + Pibtz)a + (bu + Pibu)ß, 0(2) = (ois + Pth»)a + (bu + Ptb^ß.
If we form the product dwdw and in it replace M1+M2 and uiUt by their values from (36) we shall find that, except for the factor Bi/(a2ib23-Ot3b2i), the product reduces to the relative covariant 2tY2) ■ Without further discussion we remark that similar interpretations attach to the covariants Mxw and ¿i<«. Differentiating the expression r and making use of equations (R) we find Reasoning as before we find for the point in which the intersector tangent at PT cuts lyt the expression Let us suppose that the line l^r is tangent to Raß at PT, so that it lies in the plane p tangent to Raß at PT. The line iT, lies in this plane so that p cuts lyt in i%. Since both Pa, and 2% lie in p, the line ¿¿, must cut all three Unes ly" laß, lyr. It is therefore that line of Rx which passes through 2%. It follows that P, and P+ coincide and hence that The two points on lyz which correspond to the two roots of equation (38) Corresponding pairs of points on laß and ly[ are given by the factors of the two covariants obtained from the one above by permuting the letters and coincidence is conditioned upon the vanishing of the two invariants /22 -4/2<2> h and (J& )2 -4/2/2<1>.
Four skew lines in space have two, and only two, straight line intersectors. The two lines of Rx which are tangent to Ryz(Raß, Ryt) furnish an illustration of this theorem. The two points in which they cut lyz(laß, ly¡) constitute in their entirety a curve of two branches on Ryz(Raß, Ryt). The two intersector tangents of Ryt (Raß, Ryt) which are also tangent to Raß(Ry{, Ryz) furnish a second illustration. The two points on lyz(laß, lyc) at which these intersector tangents occur generate a curve of two branches on Ryz(Raß, Ry¡). H we think of the asymptotic tangents to Ryz(Raß, Ryi) at points of lyz(laß, ly¡), there are evidently two which intersect laß(ly{, lyz), and these two points at which they occur constitute for all the lines of Ryz(Raß, Ry¡) a curve of two branches.
Invariants and covariants connected with such curves would contain first derivatives of the coefficients.
For each of the three ruled surfaces Ry,, Raß, Ry¡-we have thus three different curves, each consisting of two branches. Lane has discussed the second and third of these curves for a configuration of two ruled surfaces but without showing their relation to the invariants and covariants of the denning system of differential equations.* * Ruled surfaces in correspondence.
[April Starting at any point P¿ whatever (designated hereafter as P*0) on ly" we have progressed by means of intersector tangents through a point PT on laß to a point P, on ly{. There is of course an intersector tangent to Ryr at P". By a repetition of the process of reasoning already twice employed we find an expression for the point P^ in which this intersector tangent cuts lyz.
It is ( But the right member of this equation is precisely the covariant C3(1). It is not difficult to show that if we start with laß rather than lyz we will obtain two points on laß whose expressions wül be factors of the covariant C3(2) and simüarly two corresponding points on lyt whose expressions wül be factors of Cs(3). Let us speak of four points related to each other as are Pío, Pr, P" P¿, as a« intersector sequence of order one, open if P^,t^P^x, closed if Pto = P^l. Then we have proved that 0» each of the lines lyz, laß, lyí, there are two points for which the corresponding intersector sequences of order one are closed and these pairs of points are given respectively by factoring the three covariants C3(1), C3(2), C3(3). The sequences must be the same for all three pairs of points for otherwise there would be more than one such pair on each line.
We will suppose now that P^^P*, and letPi2 be that point of lyz obtained from P¿j just as Pil is obtained from P^0. The set of points beginning with P¿0 and ending with P¿2, seven in all, we shall speak of as 0» intersector The vanishing of the second factor gives those values of p. to which correspond the values 0O(1>, <f>o{2) of <b0. The presence of this factor was to be expected since a closed sequence of order one, twice followed, constitutes a special case of a closed sequence of order two. It is the vanishing of the factor (A +D) that is significant. For by referring to (35) it is seen that if A+D = 0, PÍ0 = PÍ2 for every point whatever of lyz. Now We have thus proved that if the invariant J3 = 0, the intersector sequences of the second order for all points of lyz are closed. We remark that the points of Lß, l-rt also have this same property when J3 = 0.
Before investigating intersector sequences of higher order we note by (41) that the two points of lyz whose intersector sequences of order one are We have now obtained geometrical interpretations of the ten relative invariants or combinations of them, and of the nine bivariants. Many other interesting problems present themselves for investigation : the properties of the two congruences made up, in the one case of the one-parameter family of reguli Pi and in the other of the reguli P2 to which second congruence the surfaces Ry" Raß, Ryt belong ; the relations of the invariants and covariants of the separate surfaces Ry" Raß, Ryt to those of the whole configuration ; the questions of independence of the invariants and covariants already found, the maximum number of invariants (covariants) of a given kind, the determination of a fundamental system of invariants (covariants) in the sense of a set in terms of which, and their derivatives, all invariants (covariants) can be expressed. These considerations must be left for treatment in a subsequent paper.
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